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Foyle Studio Theatre, mac birmingham	 7:30pm on 27th September 2014
In the summer of 2011, the year the UN declared 
there were now seven billion of us on the planet, 
my third grandchild was born. I held him in my 
arms, gazing into his gurning slightly-squished 
face, breathing in his soft newborn scent. An 
unbidden deeply unwelcome thought floated into 
my mind. Will you, little lad, be alive in 2050?
There are potentially catastrophic changes facing 
his generation — climate change, resource 
depletion and population pressures to name but 
three. And they seem intractable, overwhelmingly 
difficult for our cognition to handle.
But for us to ignore their challenges is not an option . . .
Suppose, we thought at the start of the scenarios project, we considered food and 
food supplies. It’s an everyday topic at the core of our emotional and visceral well-
being, fundamental to each one of us, supplies vital to every city, to all societies.
Add in a familiar geography (Birmingham) and a particular time-frame (2050), and, we 
argued, something in our cognition might click in and make the huge potentially 
disastrous challenges threatening humanity seem more evitable, less inevitable.
The Birmingham 2050 Scenarios Project took just these three frames — food, this city, 
2050. And we asked some of The New Optimists scientists to bend their minds on the 
matter. We gathered their informed perspectives. This scenarios project has already 
made a difference. Now we’re widening the conversation . . . to you.
How can we enable today’s infants take their adult place in the world over the next 
couple of decades, allowing them to leave a better world for their descendants?

The Birmingham 2050 Scenarios project
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Our thanks to these sponsors for supporting the Birmingham 2050 Scenarios Project:



	

Director: Graeme Rose   

Keyboard: David Austin Grey
A great jazz pianist, composer and educator, David 
studied at UoB and at Birmingham Conservatoire. He 
now appears in many festivals and venues as an 
individual musician & with his band, Hansu-Tori. 
@davidaustingrey

The New Optimists currently comprises ~130 regional scientists who, in various 
ways, help inform our collective decision-making for the common good. 

Yet we humans are more usually pan narrans, a story-telling ape, than home sapiens. 
Hence our Narrativium Project, an accessible way-in to our scientist-led work. 

With Arts Council funding, we commissioned ‘stories from the future’ based on the 
Birmingham 2050 Scenarios and published them earlier this year. Here four talented 
young artists present us with their ‘narrativium’, on Food Futures for the city in 2050.

devised, written and performed by

Sipho Eric Dube
Actor, poet, dancer, writer
• 1/2 of Unhindered Reign
• Birmingham Hippodrome Ambassador
• @SiphoEricDube

Katherine Hannaford
Videographer, musician, performer
• Freelance at Birmingham Opera Company
• UoB music graduate
• @KJHannaford

Jenny Lee
Theatre maker, devisor and actor, writer
• Devisor work includes The Mill directed by 

Madani Younis, Sum Zero, Lyric Hammersmith 
& Messiah directed by Deborah Warner

• @wingdingjen

The New Optimists commission

Carl Sealeaf
Spoken word artist, creative producer
• Poetry slam performer
• a Birmingham Beatfreek
• @Foster_The_Word

theatre maker, performer, director

Stan’s Cafe, KILN ensemble, Talking Birds, Red Shift, 
Modified Toy Orchestra.  @graerose

Credits also to
• the mac, especially Daniel Whitehouse: Next 

Generation producer & Jerrel Jackson: Arts Team
• Keith & Ellie Richards: authors of our ‘stories from 

the future’: One Family, Four Stories
• George Rippon: Photographer & film maker
• Norman Leet: Project Manager

Producer: Jo Carr of Untied Artists


